Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>

CMOLinard says:
::slips on her blue Lab coat as she enters the sickbay::

Jexta says:
:: On the bridge ::

CSO_Gol says:
::on bridge at science station::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: In his quarters.. eating ::

FC_Triton says:
::Continues running scans of space around destination coordinates::

CTO_Derek says:
::Sitting at TAC::

CO_Wendy says:
::stares at viewscreen on bridge:: FCO: ETA to the pirate hideout?

CNS_Tyler says:
::in her quarters studying crew lists and trying to memorize names & faces::

Jexta says:
::At the Station behind the Captain ... ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Has weapons on standby and shields at full::

FC_Triton says:
CO: ETA to coordinates is 15 minutes sir.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: hhmm.. love to eat chicken soup.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::picks up a padd and makes a few notes... stretches feeling tense from staring at the screen too long::

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Slave OPS to your console

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Acknowledged

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Preliminary scans show the system contains six planets and a large asteroid belt.

Jexta says:
:: Check the scan .. ::CO: I've located what could be the position of the hideout..

FC_Triton says:
CO: Aye sir...::slave OPS control to helm::

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: The base is located on one of the asteroids in the belt?

CMOLinard says:
::enters lab and sits to desk...entering crews physicals results into computer::

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks across the room at the stack of books she hasn't put away and decides to take a break from her studies::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: finish his soup like a big man and get ready to head to Sickbay ::

CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Work with the CSO and pinpoint it on his data

Jexta says:
CO: Aye sir.. :: move near CSO Console.. transferring data and position ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::checks the titles as she puts the books away... making sure they are in order::

FC_Triton says:
::scans for places to hide from pirate sensors::

CSO_Gol says:
::begins working with Jexta to determine location:: Jexta: Long time no see.

Jexta says:
::giggling:: CSO: I see that you still have a sense of humour...

CSO_Gol says:
CO: None of the planets are habitable.

CNS_Tyler says:
::finds a padd near the bottom of one stack of books... opening the file she finds her files::

Jexta says:
:: pushing a few buttons:: CSO: I'm detecting what seem to be energy readings coming from a small asteroid.. can you confirm ?

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: leaves his quarters.. head for sickbay ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks at the padd a moment then sets it aside to finish with the books::

CSO_Gol says:
::scans indicated area::

CTO_Derek says:
CO:We have a energy surge in an asteroid field

CSO_Gol says:
Jexta: Yes, most likely that's where we'll find them.

CNS_Tyler says:
::finished with the books, she picks up the padd and leaves her quarters::

CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Acknowledged

CTO_Derek says:
CO:I can't pinpoint the location.......

Jexta says:
CSO: Good.. :: about to tell the Captain when see that it's not that :: .. I think we were wrong.. take another look...

CO_Wendy says:
CSO, Jexta: Can you make anything of the data from Tac?

OPS_Gomez says:
:: reaches the bridge :: CO: Lt. Gomez reporting for duty, ma'am

CSO_Gol says:
CO: I believe we should concentrate our search at coordinates 153 mark 6.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Enter Sickbay.. whistling ::

Jexta says:
CO: I'll take a look immediately sir.. :: go to the Tac console and check the data .. ::

CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Acknowledged ... take your station ... reroute power to the sensors

CMOLinard says:
::smiles up at doctor:: MO: You're in a good mood...what's that tune?

FC_Triton says:
::returns control of OPS back to OPS station 1::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:Linard: It's "Star are not meant to be bought".. .. one of my favorite..

OPS_Gomez says:
:: goes over the Operations Management panel ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Sighs when no one is looking and thinks about everybody who has died or transferred.::

OPS_Gomez says:
:: sits and starts assigning priorities ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::walks toward the lift, smiling and nodding at the people she passes::Lt. Green: Good morning Lt. Green. Ens. Murphy: ::nods:: Ens. Murphy

CMOLinard says:
MO: Ahh...I thought it sounded familiar......one of my favorites too....

Jexta says:
:: Checking the data collected by Tac .. :: Derek: have you detected any weapons or explosive in this area ..

CNS_Tyler says:
::enters the TL, smiles at their expression::TL: Sickbay

Host AGM_John says:
Action Hayden arrives at edge of system

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:Just energy readings I can't pinpoint

FC_Triton says:
CO: we are entering the pirate's system

Jexta says:
:; Wonder if the data collected could be wrong.. :: Aloud; They most be here somewhere..

OPS_Gomez says:
:: gives less priority to secondary missions and gives more resources to the CSO ::

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Maintain yellow alert

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:What?

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: Who do you think sing it the best ?

FC_Triton says:
CO: Aye sir...

CSO_Gol says:
OPS: Thanks, the extra power to sensors will definitely help.

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:They also seemed pretty powerful

CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Report

CNS_Tyler says:
::exits the lift and walks into sickbay::

Jexta says:
CTO: The pirate.. they must be here..

Jexta says:
CO: Sir.. I recommend a full stop.. we need to check the area..

FC_Triton says:
CO: I have as yet been unable to find a good hiding spot.

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Full stop

CMOLinard says:
MO: I haven't heard it by the original singer...only a cover version but I like the melody

Jexta says:
FCO: They could be using somesort of stealth technology..

CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Can we completely scan the area from here?

FC_Triton says:
CO: Aye Sir. ::full stop:: Full Stop.

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Acknowledge

CMOLinard says:
CNS: Hello counselor

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: I use to sing it to my youngest when he was just a child..

Jexta says:
CO: I don't think so.. we should move near the asteroid belt to get a more accurate scan..

CMOLinard says:
MO: I bet he liked that

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Calculate a search pattern and engage at one quarter impulse

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks around for a moment..:: CMO: Hello Doctor, I found my copies of the files that weren't uploaded. I thought I would bring them to you.

CSO_Gol says:
CO: No life signs on any of the planets, I suggest we concentrate on the asteroid belt.

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Concentrate our search efforts on the asteroid belt to begin with...

CNS_Tyler says:
MO: You must be Dr. Asimov. It's a pleasure to see you again.

CTO_Derek says:
All:If we do lets go in quite I really don't want any surprises

CMOLinard says:
::looks at padd:: CNS: Oh yes, thank you.....I'll enter them into my database right now

FC_Triton says:
::Runs Sensor logs through search algorithm...selects most efficient course. Concentrating on asteroid belt and engages 1/4 impulse::

CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Agreed

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: Yes.. it would put him to sleep .. than he would wake me up again.. ::giggling ::.. CNS: Ah.. Aye Cnlser

OPS_Gomez says:
:: gives more resources to the FWD Sensor packages ::

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:Another energy burst.

CSO_Gol says:
::works with Jexta to search the asteroid belt::

Jexta says:
CTO: Location ?

Jexta says:
:: Run to his station.. trying to find the data ::

FC_Triton says:
CO: Search pattern of asteroid belt locked in proceeding at 1/4 impulse

CO_Wendy says:
::drums fingers on arm of chair::

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:Unknown

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Acknowledged

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:Cnsler Tyler, It's nice meeting you..

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Oh, and try to stay out of sight ::smiles::

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:Could be scanner ghosts they made to throw us off

Jexta says:
CTO: What kind of Energy burst ?

Jexta says:
CTO: It could be.. send the data to my console..

FC_Triton says:
CO: The asteroid field is extremely dense our maneuverability will be severely hampered.

CTO_Derek says:
::Sends the data::

OPS_Gomez says:
Perhaps sending probes would be a better idea.

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Should we send in a shuttle?

Jexta says:
:: check the data.. ::OPS: Do you think you could beam me to those coordinates..

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: Thank you, Dr. anytime you want or need help in sickbay, please contact me. I will be glad to help any way I can.

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:There you go

Jexta says:
:: send coordinates to OPS ::

CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Good idea.Prepare a probe.

Jexta says:
:: thinking: " I've got them now "::

Jexta says:
CO: Sir.. if we send a probe they will find us..

FC_Triton says:
CO: I would think a sensor probe will be less risky to the crew.

CSO_Gol says:
::enhances sensor scans::

Jexta says:
CO: I recommend a direct approach..

CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Why would they find a probe over a starship?

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Good point

CMOLinard says:
CNS: Thank you Lt....I appreciate that.....I'm quite impressed with your background.....you'll be quite valuable

OPS_Gomez says:
Jexta: I'll check it. Wait a minute

Jexta says:
CO: Sir.. they could activate destroy all their data and leave if they believe that we have detected them..

CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Direct approach?

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: This will give me more free time.. ::giggling ::

CTO_Derek says:
CO:We go right in and see what happens

Jexta says:
CO: I think that we should beam there and do a "space" assault to penetrate the base..

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: I hope I can live up to your expectations. ::blushes slightly::

CMOLinard says:
::giggles:: MO: not so fast doctor...you're not off the hook so easy......::grins playfully::

FC_Triton says:
CO: I have an unusual idea...

CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: If we send in a shuttle, it is smaller, more maneuverable in the asteroid belt and the Hayden could go after anyone who tries to escape

CNS_Tyler says:
::laughs at the MO's comment:: MO: Are you that overworked?

CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Have we found the base?

OPS_Gomez says:
CO/Jexta: The probes have a dump mode. If a problem is detected, the probe can send the information faster than usual. Furthermore, we can self=destruct the probe 
before they reach to it

CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: and are we within transporter range?

Jexta says:
CO: I have an idea where it is sir.. but I'm not 100% sure..

Jexta says:
OPS: The probe is not the problem.. the data located on the base is..

CMOLinard says:
CNS: Oh you'll be fine....I'm not worried

FC_Triton says:
CO: Could we beam a sensor arry onto a small asteroid moving faster then the rest....the array would be difficult to detect as part of the asteroid and we could scan the 
belt without too much risk.

OPS_Gomez says:
Jexta: Denied. Too risky

CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Do we have any shielding for the probes to prevent them from being detected?

OPS_Gomez says:
CO: It can be set, Captain

CNS_Tyler says:
::smiles::CMO: Is there anything I can help you with?

CTO_Derek says:
::Listens::

Jexta says:
OPS: Too risky ? Do you know what is at stake here ?

CTO_Derek says:
All:Well we should decide a little faster

OPS_Gomez says:
Jexta: Ask the commanding officer if you don't like my decision

Jexta says:
OPS: I'm well aware of the chain of command..

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Fine idea. Coordinate your efforts with OPS

CMOLinard says:
CNS: Yes actually..I was about to check my medicine stores..you can help me with that if you like

Jexta says:
:: Listening to the FC officer idea:: CO: Sir.. I recommend one more thing..

CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: We're going to place a probe on one of the asteroids and scan the field that way...

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: I'd be glad to.

FC_Triton says:
OPS: Gomez modify a probe for operation from a ground link and use the stealth shielding

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO,CNS: If you will excuse me.. I will go check on some of my tissue sample..

OPS_Gomez says:
FCO: Ok.. What phase would you like?

OPS_Gomez says:
FCO: 92.5 ?

FC_Triton says:
::Scans belt for a fast moving small asteroid in an orbit moving parallel to the asteroid belt::

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Meanwhile, find something to hide the Hayden behind.

CTO_Derek says:
All:Ever stop to think that they are trying to lure us there and escape?They may have spotted us already

CNS_Tyler says:
::walks over to the storage area and begins checking supplies::

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Recommend a good hiding spot to the FCO

FC_Triton says:
OPS: that would be your choice.

Jexta says:
:: looking at the data.. trying to pinpoint the location of the readings he got earlier .. ::

OPS_Gomez says:
:: configures a couple of Class V probes and prepares for launch ::

CO_Wendy says:
CTO: We can over think this ... lets just find the base

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Danvar let me know where to go ::smiles::

OPS_Gomez (problaun.wav)

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: They should not be able to detect us at the following coordinates. ::sends location to flight console::

Jexta says:
CO: Sir.. I think that I should get the Assault Team ready to beam to the asteroid as soon as we have located it..

CMOLinard says:
::nods to MO:: CNS: Ok.you can start with in the compartment over near the primary biobed

FC_Triton says:
OPS: we'll beam them over to a suitable asteroid...a launch would be easier to detect wouldn't it?

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods to the CMO and moves to the other compartment::

OPS_Gomez says:
FCO: The probes have launched. I'm getting readings. You can watch them from the Science station

CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: I already requested that TAC prepare a team in the mission briefing...

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Go to the lab ::

OPS_Gomez says:
FCO: No. The modification of the shields can hide a little of the exhaust

CMOLinard says:
::taps at padd..cataloguing supplies in database::

FC_Triton says:
OPS: please recall those probes. or beam them onto these coordinates...

CNS_Tyler says:
::picks up a padd and begins listing medicines that need to be re-stocked::

CTO_Derek says:
::Sends the briefing to Beta and Alpha's PADD's

Jexta says:
CO: Yes.. but I'd like to accompany that team and get ready with our EVA suit in cargo bay 2..

FC_Triton says:
CO: I have found a suitable asteroid and relayed the coordinates to OPS for transport of the probes

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta: Another surge almost off the scale

OPS_Gomez says:
FCO: Beaming them and changing targets

OPS_Gomez (beam_in.wav)

FC_Triton says:
CSO: have we located a place to park the Hayden yet?

CTO_Derek says:
[A&B]:Go to cargo bay 2

OPS_Gomez says:
:: changes probes targets ::

CO_Wendy says:
Jexta: Meet the your team in cargo bay 2 and prepare them for their mission...

OPS_Gomez (beam_out.wav)

Jexta says:
CO; Aye sir.. ::looking at the CTO.. :: CTO: Ready to accompany us ?

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Yes, I already forwarded the location to you.

Jexta says:
:: Looking at the CTO::

CNS_Tyler says:
::notices some of the medicine's mixed in with the wrong ones... sets the padd down and begins to straighten up the compartment::

FC_Triton says:
CSO sorry I missed that ::moves Hayden to CSO's coordinates::

CTO_Derek says:
::Looks surprise::Jexta:I guess::Stands grabbing his stashed phaser rifle::

Host AGM_John says:
Action one probe hits a mine before it is beamed

OPS_Gomez says:
CO: We lost a probe while recalling it

CNS_Tyler says:
::decides that it had to be due the shockwave::

OPS_Gomez says:
CO: Appears that the nearby space is surrounded by mines

CO_Wendy says:
OPS:Transport those probes to the asteroid now!

FC_Triton says:
CO: The remaining probe is in place and transmitting data it is moving at 1/3 impulse

CTO_Derek says:
::Heading down to cb next to Jexta::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: There is a mine field out there, we need to move with extreme caution.

CNS_Tyler says:
::has the compartment back in order and the list complete... moves to the next compartment::

Jexta says:
:: heading toward cb 2.. ::

CO_Wendy says:
All: Have we been detected?

CMOLinard says:
::moves to check compartments next to laboratory::

CTO_Derek says:
*Smith*:Take TAC

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Hayden is scanned

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Analyze telemetry on that mine and work on a way of detecting them

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: You have a well organized sickbay, you must run a tight shift.

Jexta says:
:; Enter CB.. prepare to put EVA suits on.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Aye, sir.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: hearing that.. :: CNS: Yes she does.. !

CMOLinard says:
CNS: Thanks...::smiles sheepishly:: I try....::laughs and glares at the MO:: MO: I heard that!!!

Host AGM_John says:
Action: an energy burst is read at Sci Station

CSO_Gol ::begins working on a method to detect the mines:: (CompWorking.wav)

FC_Triton says:
CO: Sir we have just been scanned.

CNS_Tyler says:
::laughs::MO: You shouldn't complain, it must make your work easier during emergencies.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: Just kidding.. CNS: Seriously.. she's a pain .. .. ..

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Pinpoint the location of the scan

CMOLinard says:
::shakes head snickering and ignores MO::

FC_Triton says:
CO: aye, sir:

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO,CNS: Kidding again.. no.. seriously.. she's great to work with..

FC_Triton says:
::Back tracks scan trajectory to source::

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:Ever like EVA suits?

CNS_Tyler says:
::shakes her head and goes back to checking the second compartment:;

CMOLinard says:
MO: Now you're lying doctor.....::grins evilly::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: I'm reading an energy burst at 153 mark 6, I think it's the base.

FC_Triton says:
OPS: can you help with this scan I'm not getting anything

CMOLinard says:
CNS: how are you doing over there by the way?

Jexta says:
CTO: Believe me.. in Starfleet Intelligence.. you learn to like them.. ..

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: Me.. never.. ::grinning again .. ::

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:Oh must be great!::Sarcasm::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Scans of the location show nothing there, it could be cloaked.

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: It's going smoothly.

CMOLinard says:
MO: you're forgetting who can read your mind dear....

CMOLinard says:
CNS: good

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: ... Darn..

CNS_Tyler says:
::raises her eyebrows... and keeps working on the inventory::

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Feed the coordinates through to FCO ...

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: I need a way to get there without being mined

CSO_Gol says:
CO: The energy readings are consistant with an extremely powerful cloak, I suggest we investigate those coordinates more closely.

FC_Triton says:
CO: I am unable to determine source of scan perhaps CSO Gol will have more success

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Agreed. Now, how do we get there?

Jexta says:
:: Pick up type 3a Phaser Rifle.. ::CTO: Ever done a Space Assault ?

CMOLinard says:
CNS: So how did you like being posted on a space station?

FC_Triton says:
CO: Sir could we launch unarmed torpedoes ahead of us to set off the mines?

CTO_Derek says:
::Wonders when they beam wherever::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: We can send out 10 probes that I can configure to locate cloaked mines, I can have they're readouts go directly to the flight console so we can get there 
unharmed.

Jexta says:
:: hopes that the crew won't blow up his operations ::

CSO_Gol says:
::forwards coordinates to FCO::

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: I suppose they already know we're here ... I'd just like not to announce our presence quite so loudly...

CNS_Tyler says:
::moves to another compartment and begins checking supplies there::CMO: For the first assignment I enjoyed it. It was constantly busy, I came into contact with 
dozens of species that I had only studied about... overall fascinating.

Jexta says:
*Bridge*: Jexta to the bridge.. what is our status .. have you located the right asteroid ?

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: However, the new wore off quickly and it became dull and routine.

FC_Triton says:
CO: I have the coordinates ready to engage on your command...

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: What about the probe that already got mined? We've solved that problem?

CO_Wendy says:
*Jexta* We've located the base. Now we need to get there and penetrate it's cloak...

FC_Triton says:
CO: What if we take the CSO's idea about deploying many probes to find the mines then beam them away from our flight plan?

CMOLinard says:
CNS: I bet it was...I haven't had the pleasure of working on a station yet...maybe someday though....however I do like traveling the galaxy

Jexta says:
*CO*: Can you beam us there ?

CSO_Gol says:
CO: We'll have to launch a test probe first to see if their cloaking devices are using the same technology, if it is we can detect the energy readings from the cloaked 
mines.

Jexta says:
*CO*: We'll take care of the cloak..

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods:: CMO: What do you like best about being stationed here on the Hayden?

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: They're probably programmed to detonate upon transport

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Do it

CSO_Gol says:
::ready probe for launch::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: The probe is ready.

CMOLinard says:
::thinks for a second:: CNS: Well..like I said the traveling mostly...getting to see the galaxy....other planets I've only read about...stuff like that.

FC_Triton says:
CSO/OPS: If those mines are programmed to ignore the pirates could we trick them into thinking we're the pirate vessel that attacked SB 69?

Jexta says:
*Bridge*: We are ready for transport.. the assault team has been briefed..

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Good idea ...

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Not likely they probably just follow a certain path so they don't hit any mines.

CNS_Tyler says:
::finishes with the last of the compartments over the biobeds:: CMO: I understand completely ::smiles:: all finished here ::hands her the padd with the list of medicines::

CO_Wendy says:
*Jexta* Acknowledged. Stand by

OPS_Gomez says:
FCO: Those probes could have a matching transponder code with the pirate ships

Jexta says:
::Looking at his team :: Aloud: Let's lock and load..

FC_Triton says:
CSO: the mines have to "smart" mines or else they would hit the asteroids.

CNS_Tyler says:
::sits on a stool near where the Kathleen is working::CMO: You're familiar with the crew. Is there anyone that I should pay particular attention to?

CMOLinard says:
::looks at padd:: CNS: excellent.....I'll replicate some of the new supplies when I'm done

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: coming out of the lab:: CNS: I think you should start with that new guy.. what's his name again ?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: I'm sure you can outsmart some dumb old mines. ::grins broadly::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: If we can get a probe close enough to one perhaps we can download the data from it.

CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Analyze the data from our encounter with the pirates... were they emitting any type of transponder code?

CNS_Tyler says:
MO: I'm not sure, I haven't memorized all the names yet. CMO: I could start that if you like.

CMOLinard says:
CNS: Good idea...you can get them from my lab if you want....I think the files are already on screen

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CNS: You haven't seen our new "Temporary" Security officer ?.. I thought everyone had heard of him..

CMOLinard says:
::wonders who the MO is talking about::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Understood.

Jexta says:
:: wondering what's taking so long.. :: *Bridge*: How much time before we get beam ?

CNS_Tyler says:
::picks up the padd and goes to the replicator:: MO: It's possible, but I wouldn't know who was new and who wasn't. I'm a little new myself.

Jexta says:
:: thinking that the Mercenary must be aware of their presence by now.. hopes they feel secure enough not to destroy any valuable data.. ::

CO_Wendy says:
*Jexta* When I say, "Stand by" I mean "Stand by"

Jexta says:
:: listening and grumbling to himself:: *CO*: Aye sir..

CSO_Gol says:
CO: If we emit a tachyon burst directly in front of us, we can disable the cloaking devices allowing tactical enough time to destroy the mines in our path giving us 
enough time to go straight through unharmed.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CNS: He's that Bajoran guy who've been around for about the same item you did..

CNS_Tyler says:
::decides to use the files in the lab:: MO: I'll have to check into it. I'm not sure who you're referring to.

CMOLinard says:
MO: you mean Jexta Lalore.....he isn't new..he was assigned here before

FC_Triton says:
::waiting to see if CSO Gol will find a way to impersonate the pirates::

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


